Style
Subject
Matter
Visual
Elements

Influences on the artist. ‘Trademark’ response to the subject in terms
of how the artist has used the media.

Choice of subject matter; sources of inspiration and influence; effect
on the work.

Line; Tone; Colour; Shape; Texture; Pattern; how they have been
combined / applied; their effect on the work.

Media
Handling

Choice of subject matter and media; how the artist has applied the
media and used various sources of inspiration and influence.

Composition

Arrangement; (pose in figure); view point; focal point; how things
are arranged on the canvas; how space is used.

Scale

The size of the work; the artist’s choice of scale to create effect in
the work; the comparison between items of differing scale.

Mood and
Atmosphere

How the mood and atmosphere of the work has been created; what
the work communicates to the viewer; how it makes them feel.

The Seven Terms
Your Expressive Arts
Studies will involve you
discussing artists’ works
using some or all of these
seven terms.
It is important therefore,
that you are familiar with
them and use them in the
proper context to gain
marks in the examination.

Paul Cézanne was a French painter, often called the
father of modern art. He strove to develop a style of
painting that was a mix of naturalistic representation,
personal expression, and abstraction.
Cézanne was born in the southern French town of
Aix-en-Provence in 1839, the son of a wealthy banker.
As a young boy, his friend was Emile Zola, who later
gained fame as a novelist.
The largest influence on the work of his early maturity
proved to be Pissarro, an older but as yet unrecognised
painter who lived with his large family in a rural area outside
Paris.

Pissarro introduced him to a new technique for
painting outdoor light. Along with the painters Monet, Renoir
and a few others, Pissarro had developed a painting style that
involved working outdoors (en plein air), rapidly and on a
reduced scale, using small touches of pure colour, generally
without the use of preparatory sketches or outlines. This group
of painters were to be known as the ‘Impressionists’.
By following Pissarro’s advice and taking on his ideas,
Cézanne shifted from using dark tones to bright hues and
began to concentrate on scenes of farmland and rural
villages.

Pissarro Entrée du village de Voisins (1872)

Although he seemed less technically accomplished than
the other impressionists, Cezanne was accepted by the
group and exhibited with them in 1874 and 1877.
The impressionists however did not have much commercial
success, and Cézanne’s work received the harshest criticism.
He drifted away from many of his Parisian contacts during
the late 1870s and ‘80s, and spent much of his time back in
Aix, his Birthplace.

Cezanne Landscape with viaduct:
Montagne Sainte-Victoire

Cézanne’s Style
Cézanne used darker colors early in his career, but his
palette gradually lightened over time, probably an
influence of Impressionism. Cézanne is well known for
using flat brushstrokes initially, then going back in adding
contrasting light and dark tones for a three-dimensional
effect. His initial strokes were usually simple primary
colors which he mixed on the canvas instead of the
palette.

Cézanne wanted his brushstrokes to be
visible to the viewer, as did most
Impressionists. This resulted in a less
polished appearance overall in an attempt
to show immediacy.

Still life with seven apples 1878

Cézanne’s

Subject
Matter

Still Life
Figure
Composition
The Card Players 1896

The Card Players 1892

As a later work, The Card Players is more in
keeping with Cézanne’s earlier impressionism.
It does have the thick lines and bright colours
of the impressionist school, but also the
fragmented quality that Cézanne used to
separate the shapes and forms within his
paintings. This painting was created during
Cézanne’s mature period, in Provence, where
he stabilised his family residence and
completed many of his later paintings. It was
at this time that Cézanne employed the use of
his wife, son, local peasants, children, and art
dealers as his models and subjects.

This later painting of a similar
subject clearly shows how
Cézanne’s style is becoming
more fragmented.

Cézanne began to address technical problems of form and
colour by experimenting with subtly gradated tonal
variations, or "constructive brushstrokes," to create
dimension in his objects. This painting shows Cézanne's
rejection of the intense contrasts of light and shadow of his
earlier years in exchange for a refined system of colour
scales placed next to one another.

Landscape

Cézanne used an organized
system of layers to construct a
series of horizontal planes,
which build dimension and draw
the viewer into the landscape.
This was a radical idea at the
time and was setting the
foundations for the Cubist
movement.

Cézanne’s

Subject
Matter

“Treat nature in terms of the cylinder, the sphere, and the cone, the whole put into
perspective so that each side of an object, or of a plane, leads towards a central point”.
Cézanne

Cézanne’s

Visual
Elements

During Cézanne’s Impressionist
years it was quite common for
him to use Line in his work,
particularly as means to further
define an object as we see in the
apples.

As Cézanne’s style
matured, Shape gained
greater prominence in his
paintings as he sought to
break the image down
into a series of flat planes.

Colour was extremely important to
Cézanne. Many of his works
consisted of strong primary and
secondary colours which were
blended on the canvas.

Cézanne’s

Media
Handling

How did Cézanne make the apples appear
round and solid? Cézanne formed his apples
with irregular patches of colour rather than
with shades of gray.
Warm colours such as yellow and red appear
to come forward while a cool colour such as
green hangs back. Cézanne makes it appear
that the light is coming from the left by using
more bright yellows on the left side of the
apples and more dark greens on the right.

Unlike the Impressionists who created shimmering sunlit
surfaces with small strokes of pure colour, Cézanne used
patches of colour like building blocks to construct images
that appeared solid and weighty. While it may appear that
he painted quickly, he was actually a slow worker, often
taking a long time to consider how to place his next
brushstroke.
For this reason, a motionless still life arrangement of fruit
was the ideal model. In fact, if Cézanne was painting a
portrait of someone who had difficulty holding a pose for
a long time, the irritated artist would gruffly instruct the
sitter to “Sit like an apple.”

How did Cézanne arrange the apples?
Each apple touches at least one other.
The apples are set apart from each other by
clear black outlines.
The outlines vary in their thickness. Broken
areas of outline allow one apple to connect
with another apple or with the
background.

Cézanne’s

Scale

Cézanne wanted his brushstrokes
to be visible to the viewer, as did
most Impressionists. This resulted
in a less polished appearance
overall, meant to show immediacy.
Cézanne frequently used a palette
knife in lieu of a brush to achieve
this effect. Close inspection of his
paintings often show hundreds of
short brush strokes, an example of
Cezanne's perfectionism and
attention to detail.
Cézanne was serious about
realism, but often sacrificed
exactitude of perspective and scale
in favour of a fuller, more
expressive scene.

Cézanne’s

Composition

Cézanne used classic
composition techniques
incorporating triangles and
diagonals within his work. Like
many other artists and
photographers of the time he
would utilise the ’rule of thirds’
in his work.

Cézanne treated many of his
still life paintings like
landscapes in the way he
looked at form.

Cézanne’s

Mood and
Atmosphere

“Many of Cézanne's early works
were painted in dark tones applied
with heavy, fluid pigment,
suggesting the moody, romantic
expressionism of previous
generations”.

The mood and atmosphere of Cézanne’s
painting changed quite dramatically from his
early sombre work to the bright airy
Impressionist paintings.
The tonality of the this
version of the card
players is quite subdued,
but a wide range of
colour is used to model
the figures and their
surroundings, with soft,
atmospheric blues set
against the warm hues
on the tablecloth and
elsewhere

